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We are multi-access- Zoom and in person

• Please continue to keep your microphone muted during the presentation (except during 
Q&A periods).

• Please do write your questions and comments in the Zoom chat as we go, participants 
should free to respond and comment too! Celeste and Firas will monitor the chat.

• For Q&A, you can raise your hand on Zoom to join the queue or your hand in person.



1. What’s the problem?

2. What are some options for shifting students’ focus to learning?

3. Examples from biology, data science, and science writing courses. 

4. Application of these ideas to your own context. 

5. Key take-away messages and practical ways to get started.

Session Outline



Do you have a story or reflection about how grade-
focused your students or classes are?

Discussion



focus on feedback
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• Demonstrates ability to think through and justify decisions about a conceptual or authentic task.

• Tasks are meaningful and realistic.

• Students understand the purpose of the task and are motivated to learn.

• Students have opportunities to develop and improve.

• Feedback is useful for growth and improvement.

• Students develop awareness of their own knowledge, skills, and gaps.

• Students feel a sense of ownership over the learning.

• Celebrates diversity in approaches based on students’ prior knowledge, life experiences, and goals. 

Anything missing?

Ideal characteristics of assessment



options for shifting our 
focus to learning



Traditional grading - each assessment is worth a % of the grade, grade is a weighted average

Mastery grading - students must meet a certain level of competence in a task before moving on to the 
next

Specifications grading - pass/fail grading on individual assignments or tests (P is usually >B work), 
revisions, bundles/modules of assessments linked to learning outcomes 

Contract grading - broader than specs grading, each grade level is defined and students determine 
which level they want to aim for. If they meet the contract, they get the grade.

Ungrading – no grades at all, or in the cases where grades are required, typically students provide 
their own (well justified) grade.

Some Grading Models

Great resource: https://uncw.edu/keepteaching/documents/alternativegradingadapt2020july7.pdf

https://uncw.edu/keepteaching/documents/alternativegradingadapt2020july7.pdf


• Demonstrates ability to think through and justify decisions about a conceptual or authentic task.

• Tasks are meaningful and realistic.

• Students understand the purpose of the task and are motivated to learn.

• Students have opportunities to develop and improve.

• Feedback is useful for growth and improvement.

• Students develop awareness of their own knowledge, skills, and gaps.

• Students feel a sense of ownership over the learning.

• Celebrates diversity in approaches based on students’ prior knowledge, life experiences, and goals. 

To what extent does traditional grading align with this list?

Ideal characteristics of assessment



“Feedback is most effective when it explicitly communicates to students about some specific aspects 
of their performance relative to specific target criteria, and when it provides information that helps 
students progress toward meeting those criteria. This kind of feedback, which informs students’ 
subsequent learning, is often called formative feedback. 

In contrast, summative feedback is that which gives a final judgment or evaluation of proficiency, such 
as grades or scores.”

Focus on feedback

Ambrose, S. A., Bridges, M. W., DiPietro, M., Lovett, M. C., & Norman, M. K. (2010). How learning works: Seven research-based principles for 

smart teaching. John Wiley & Sons. p. 139





Caitlin Donnelly, Marcia Graves

Collaborators: Jackie Stewart, Taylor Wright, Montse Rueda, Brian Hunt

Reflections on SCIE 113 
Ungrading
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• Scientific communication course for first-year students in the Faculty of Science

• Small class: approx. 25 students in each section

• Two argumentative essays, worth 53.5% of the course grade

• Essay 1: about the philosophy of science

• Term paper: about an unresolved research question in science

• Each with a claim, reason, evidence, counterargument, and rebuttal

About SCIE 113



Argumentative essays
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Version 1
Instructor 

assessment

Peer 

review

Peer 

review

Instructor 

assessment

Instructor 

assessment

Revised 

version

Outline

Outline

Essay 1

Term paper

Revised 

versionVersion 1



• Does de-coupling feedback and grades promote greater student engagement with 

metacognition and self-reflection on written assessments?

• How accurately can students self-assess their work?  Does this improve?

• We asked students to complete a self-assessment for each assignment that was 

assessed by an instructor

• Students gave themselves a mark in each rubric category

• Students answered questions about what they perceived to be the strengths and 

weaknesses of the work, and could request specific instructor feedback on a certain 

category of the rubric

• Instructors responded with feedback, but withheld grades
19

Self-assessment
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• Withheld grades on term paper version 1 only

• Students over-estimated their grades on self-assessments, but accuracy improved on 

the final version of the term paper

• Overestimated Essay 1 grade by 6.5%, term paper v1 by 7%, term paper v2 by 2.3%

• Similar trend in two other sections of the course where I did not withhold grades 

(Essay 1 6.3%, term paper v1 7.5%, term paper v2 3.7%)

• Student reflections shifted focus from written expression to argumentation

• Essay 1: 18/24 noted written expression as a major weakness, requesting 

feedback

• Term paper v1: 12/24 focused on written expression

• Term paper v2: 10/25 focused on written expression

Reflections (Caitlin)



Building Self-awareness and meta-cognition:
Focusing on self-assessment and response to feedback in SCIE 113
(Marcia)

A key feature of this approach?

Promote student buy-in from day 1

• How do you feel when waiting for a grade? ANXIOUS, SCARED

• How do you feel when you receive a grade? RELIEVED, ANNOYED

• How does a grade help you improve? IT DOESN’T SAY HOW

COMMON THEME: 
“When I receive my grade I absorb it, repress my emotions 

around it and just move on.”
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Building Self-awareness and meta-cognition:
Focusing on self-assessment and response to feedback in SCIE 113
(Marcia)

Peer 

review

Instructor 

Feedback

Oral/written

Revised 

versionVersion 1Outline

• Student’s self-assess based on a rubric, reflect on their work
• Students re-assess and reflect on Instructor feedback
• Quantitative Grades on assignments were discussed in 1-on-1 meetings 

with students at the end of course 

Instructor 

Feedback

Oral/written



Building Self-awareness and meta-cognition:
Focusing on self-assessment and response to feedback in SCIE 113
(Marcia)

Key outcomes

FOR STUDENTS:
✓ Majority of students bought-in to the process and the goals of the term.

“It was great to focus on learning instead of grades.”

“I like the focus on feedback, because I really felt like I was practicing how to 

improve instead of just finishing assignments.”

✓ Students reported that this approach felt relieving. 

✓ All students took it seriously and provided rich written reflections.

✓ Abilities to self-assess accurately varied. This seemed to have improved 

throughout the term.

✓ Students seemed to apply the feedback more thoroughly in final assignments.



Building Self-awareness and meta-cognition:
Focusing on self-assessment and response to feedback in SCIE 113
(Marcia)

Key outcomes

FOR ME:

✓ Satisfying to know students are responding to written feedback!

✓ Improved my understanding of each student’s growth.

✓ Adding 1-on-1, 15 min scheduled feedback sessions were more effective than 

open office hours to deliver and discuss feedback.

✓ APPLICATION TO ALL MY OTHER CLASSES! 

o Adding self-assessment and reflections have been really effective in large 

enrolment class activities and lab classes!















46% (72/156)

33% (52/156)

18% (52/156)





{
Previously: 
1.  Project based
2. Audiences outside of UBC
3. Fairly standard grading



Fall 2021 and Winter 2021/22
Student Self Assessment

“Will they inflate grades?”

Course average (F 21) was 1% lower than 

previously traditional grading semester

“Will quality of work 

decline?”

When the first assignment 

came in, we are relieved to 

see quality of work remained 

high

“Will work ethic decline?”

Students spent equal hrs in the 

lab. We did notice more brave 

project choices. 



Preliminary thematic coding (done by Tessa Blanchard and Christine Goedhart)

"Please comment on what this “ungrading” experience
was like for you this term."

Less Stress 60%

Higher engagement/focus 45%

More effort/quality work 40%

Take more risks/brave 25%



“There are certainly courses where I’ve earned a higher grade, 
but this is the one I’m most proud of. “

“I prefer the ungraded course as I could purely focus on my learning. “

“This was an amazing course that made me undergo an epiphany about how influenced I was by 
academic grades instead of expanding that ceiling to learn more.”

“To be honest, I got so engrossed in the course that I completely forgot that it was ungraded.”

“In a weird way, not having a rubric made it more motivating to make sure we were submitting our 
best quality work.”

“Ungrading allows me to focus more on working on the assignments rather than worrying about the 
grades.”

“I feel so much less stressed about grades and put more mental energy towards producing good 
quality work”





Questions for us?

Discussion



On your own:  Select one of the alternative grading models and think 
about how it could be applied in your course. 

Then we will discuss in pairs and whole-group. 

What support or information do you need to implement this in your 
course? 

Activity



Mastery grading - students must meet a certain level of competence in a task before moving 
on to the next

Specifications grading - pass/fail grading on individual assignments or tests (P is usually >B 
work), revisions, bundles/modules of assessments linked to learning outcomes 

Contract grading - broader than specs grading, each grade level is defined and students 
determine which level they want to aim for. If they meet the contract, they get the grade.

Ungrading – no grades at all, or in the cases where grades are required, typically students 
provide their own (well justified) grade.

Some Grading Models

Great resource: https://uncw.edu/keepteaching/documents/alternativegradingadapt2020july7.pdf

https://uncw.edu/keepteaching/documents/alternativegradingadapt2020july7.pdf


practical tips 



1. Start small, these approaches are not “all or nothing”. 

2. Explain your approach to students. 

3. Just because students create or produce something does not mean you have to grade it. 

4. For the most part, grades (scores) ARE NOT feedback. 

5. Consider ways to encourage students to reflect on their feedback. 

Take-home messages and practical tips



can you do 



Recommended Resources

https://doi.org/10.1187/cbe.cbe-14-03-0054
https://www.alfiekohn.org/article/case-grades/

https://gradingforgrowth.com/p/what-to-expect-when-youre-alternatively?s=r
Book, ebook, audio book

https://www.alfiekohn.org/article/case-grades/
https://gradingforgrowth.substack.com/p/what-to-expect-when-youre-alternatively
https://wvupressonline.com/node/844
https://doi.org/10.1187/cbe.cbe-14-03-0054


Join us on Slack

https://join.slack.com/t/ungradingatubc/shared_invite/zt-rjfxgvnl-reMnwPwhoQbhf0LCfC8WPA

or 

https://tinyurl.com/UBCUngrading

https://join.slack.com/t/ungradingatubc/shared_invite/zt-rjfxgvnl-reMnwPwhoQbhf0LCfC8WPA
https://join.slack.com/t/ungradingatubc/shared_invite/zt-rjfxgvnl-reMnwPwhoQbhf0LCfC8WPA
https://join.slack.com/t/ungradingatubc/shared_invite/zt-rjfxgvnl-reMnwPwhoQbhf0LCfC8WPA


1. Alternative grading lightning talks at Celebrate Learning Week

Tuesday May 10th, 2022 3:00-4:10 via Zoom 

Claire Yan, Associate Professor of Teaching, Faculty of Applied Science, School of Engineering
Julia Bullard, Assistant Professor, School of Information
Jonathan Graves, Assistant Professor of Teaching, Faculty of Arts
Louis Maraj, Assistant Professor, School of Journalism, Writing and Media
Katie Lee Bunting, Assistant Professor of Teaching, Department of Occupational Science and Occupational Therapy | Faculty of 
Medicine
• & more!

2. Implementing Alternative Grading Practices Workshop, CTLT Spring Institute 

Wednesday June 1, 2022 9-10:30 via Zoom

Surita Jhangiani, Faculty of Education, Department of Educational & Counselling Psychology & Special Education
Jaclyn Stewart, Associate Dean Academic Faculty of Science, Department of Chemistry
Christina Hendricks, Academic Director of the Centre for Teaching, Learning and Technology Faculty of Arts, Department of 
Philosophy
Firas Moosvi, Lecturer in the Department of Computer Science, Mathematics, Physics, and Statistics, UBCO

Upcoming events



Session Feedback

Please take a moment to complete this brief survey:

https://ubc.ca1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_1Zg7rQc5xfnvzOC

or

https://tinyurl.com/ForestryAltGrading

Thank you!

https://ubc.ca1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_9QrDiXt5snsqTUq
https://ubc.ca1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_9QrDiXt5snsqTUq
https://ubc.ca1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_9QrDiXt5snsqTUq


L I C E N S E

F E E L  F R E E  T O  A D A P T ,  R E M I X ,  S H A R E  A S  Y O U  L I K E !



Challenges and Opportunities



1. Upfront-time investment 

hard to work against inertia with our workloads…

2. Tools and technology

they just don’t do what we want !

3. Getting buy-in from students is sometimes hard, from TAs is often even 
harder

Systems change is hard and sometimes soul-crushing.

4. In the long-run, does what we do in one course matter?

Once they leave the course, it’ll be back to status quo.



1. Upfront-time investment 

Strategically (and collectively) apply for funds and grants !!

2. Tools and technology

Invest (time, money, energy) in free and open source tech !

3. Getting buy-in from students is sometimes hard, from TAs is often even 
harder

Idea: Faculty/University-wide TA training program (ISW+)

4. In the long-run, does what we do in one course matter?

Foster Communities of Practice to promote these notions/ideas



Slides from previous 
related talks/workshops

Feel free to use/re-use as you like!



E X P L O R I N G  U N G R A D I N G  A T  U B C                                       C T L T  S P R I N G  I N S T I T U T E  2 0 2 1

Q U E S T I O N S  T O  L E A V E  W I T H
Source: Jesse Stommel - How to Ungrade

https://www.jessestommel.com/how-to-ungrade/


Source: “What If We Didn't Grade?”

https://www.jessestommel.com/ungrading-a-bibliography/


Queen’s Centre for Teaching and Learning;  Ryerson Learning & teaching office; Berkley Center for Teaching & Learning: Alternatives to Traditional Testing

and much more… !

Examples

https://www.queensu.ca/ctl/servicessupport/tlhemodules
https://www.ryerson.ca/content/dam/learning-teaching/teaching-resources/assessment/alternative-assessments.pdf
https://teaching.berkeley.edu/resources/improve/alternatives-traditional-testing
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Avoid high-stakes assessments

Use a variety of assessment types

Scaffold larger assessments (break large writing tasks into smaller steps)

Consider multiple forms of participation IF assessing participation

Incorporate metacognition/reflection

Consider the “hidden curriculum” and include exemplars

Do not grade on a curve

Diversity, equity, and inclusion
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